Semantic segmentation and detection of mediastinal lymph nodes and anatomical structures in CT data for lung cancer staging.
Accurate lung cancer diagnosis is crucial to select the best course of action for treating the patient. From a simple chest CT volume, it is necessary to identify whether the cancer has spread to nearby lymph nodes or not. It is equally important to know precisely where each malignant lymph node is with respect to the surrounding anatomical structures and the airways. In this paper, we introduce a new data-set containing annotations of fifteen different anatomical structures in the mediastinal area, including lymph nodes of varying sizes. We present a 2D pipeline for semantic segmentation and instance detection of anatomical structures and potentially malignant lymph nodes in the mediastinal area. We propose a 2D pipeline combining the strengths of U-Net for pixel-wise segmentation using a loss function dealing with data imbalance and Mask R-CNN providing instance detection and improved pixel-wise segmentation within bounding boxes. A final stage performs pixel-wise labels refinement and 3D instance detection using a tracking approach along the slicing dimension. Detected instances are represented by a 3D pixel-wise mask, bounding volume, and centroid position. We validated our approach following a fivefold cross-validation over our new data-set of fifteen lung cancer patients. For the semantic segmentation task, we reach an average Dice score of 76% over all fifteen anatomical structures. For the lymph node instance detection task, we reach 75% recall for 9 false positives per patient, with an average centroid position estimation error of 3 mm in each dimension. Fusing 2D networks' results increases pixel-wise segmentation results while enabling good instance detection. Better leveraging of the 3D information and station mapping for the detected lymph nodes are the next steps.